Absrmcl-Commudcathn networks wre expected to offer a wide rnnp of serviccs to nn increaslngly large number of users, wlth a diverse range of quality of service. This d h for cf6Cicnnl control and monngemcnt OP thme networks. We addrttss thc problem o f quality-of-servlce routlng, mom spccMcaUy the planning of bandwidth allomtion to communlcutlon demands, Shortest path n l t h g I 8 the tradIUonal tcchnlquc appIlcd to this problern, However, this a n lead to poor network utiilzation and even congestion. We show how an abslcactlon techdquo combhed with syilcmatlc
INTRODUCTION

HE communication networks of the next millennium are
T expected to offer a wide range of services to an increasingly large number of users, with a diverse range of Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. This caIls for efficient contra1 and management of these high-speed networks. A central problem is the automatic routing of traffic through the network. Routing must bc a very fast process, in order to guarantee customer satisfaction. Currently, shortest path routing is most often used to route traffic across a network. Although this ensures the best possible route €or each parlicular demand, it can lead to ineffective use of the network ns a whole and even congestion, especially in highly loaded networks.
Prom the routing point of view, the key resource to manage in networks is bandwidth. Therefore, in order to make better use uf available network resources, there is a need for planning bandwidth allocation to communication demands, in order to set up routing tables (or any other route selection criterion) more purposefully, This can be achieved by the use of global infurmatiun, including not only the available link capacities but also the expected traffic profile. h this paper, we consider the probk m of allocating in an uf--line manna a set of demands known in advance within the resource capncities of a communication network. This situation may arise for instance when setting up virtual private networks in a connection-oriented network (e.g., ATM, TDM) of I provider; planning the routing of virtual path connections (VPC) in an ATM network; planning the routing of virtual channel connections (VCC) in the VPC network of an ATM backbone; or optimizing the routing tables of an IP network (demands are then estimated from objective traffic mensurements) .
Formally, we define the problem of resource allocation in networks (RAIN) as follows:
Given a network composed of nodes and bidirectional links, where each link has a given bandwidth capacity, and a set of communication demands to allocate, where each demand is defined by a triple:
(source node, destination node, requested bandwidth)
Find one and onIy one route for each demand so that the bandwidth requirements of the demands are simultaneously satisfied within the resource capacities of the links. K t is important to note that because of technological Iimitations (for ATM typically) andlor performance reasons, it is impossible to divide demands among multiple routes, Howcver, there may be several demands between same endpoints. With this restriction, the RAIN problem is "-hard in the number of demands. When demands are subject to multiple additive or multiplicntive quality of service (QoS) criteria, then Wang and Crowcroft 111 have shown that the allocation of every single d e mmd is NP-complete by itself. This creates a new situation for the networking community, as traditional routing algorithms such as shortest paths do not perform very well on this problem.
In practice, the RAIN problem poses itself in the following way: a network or service provider receives a set of requests from some customers to allocate a number of demands, and must decide within n certain time decision threshold whether and how the demands can be accepted.
Constraint satisfaction [Z] is a technique which has been
shown to work well for solving certain NP-hard problems, and has been applied to IL is the set of all values that can be assigned to that variable. A constraint between variables restricts the combinations of values that can be assigned to those variables. Solving a CSP amounts to finding a value for each variable so that all constraints are satisfied. This may be done with R backimckiiig algorirhni.
The RAIN problem is easily formulated as a CSP in the foltowing way: variables are demands, the domain of each variabIe is the set of all routes between the endpoints of the demand, and constraipts on each link must ensure that the resource capacity is not exceeded by the demands routed through it. A solution is a set of routes, one for each demand, respecting the capacities of the links. However, this formulation presents severe compiexity problems. It is too expensive to compute, represent, and store the domain of a variable, i.e., all the routes that join the end- A backtracking algorithm involves two types of choices: the of its domain that is compatible with the values of all instanti-next variable to assign (see Section V-C), and the value to assign ated variables so far, and propagate the effect of this assignment to it. As ilIustrated above, the domains of the demands are too (using the constraints) to the future variables by removing any big to be computed beforehand. Instead, we compute the routes inconsistent values from their domain. If the domain of a future as they are required. In order to reduce the search effort, routes variable becomes empty, the current assignment is undone, the should be generated in "most interesting" order, so to increase previous state of the domains is restored, and an alternative as-the efficiency of the search, that is: try to allocate the route that signment, when available, is tried. If all possible instantiations will less likely prevent the atiocntion of the remaining demands. fail, backtracking to the previous past variable occurs. FC pro-A natural hcuristic is to genernte the routes in shortestpath order (SP), since the shorter the route, the fewer resources will be used to satisfy a demand.
However, Section I V shows how to do better using a kind of est common father of its endpoints i s the highest in the BW (re cdl that high in the BIH means low in resources requirements).
The intuition behind DVO-HL is that the higher the lowest common father of the demand's endpoints is, the more constrained (in terms of number of routes) the demand is. Moreover, the higher the lwwrx,st common father, the more allocating the demand may restrict the routing of the remaining demands (fan first principle), since it will use resources on mare critical links, DVO-NL (Number of Levels): first choose the demand for which the difference in number of levels (in the BIH) between the lowest common fatha-of its endpoints and its resources requirements Is lowest. 
end if
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until r = 0 return 0 (* Backtrack *)
end if end FCRAIN 
D. A forward-checking algorithm for the RAINproblem
Now that the different parts have been examined, we can put everything together into a systematic search algorithm, For comparing the efficiency of different canstraint solving heuristics, it is useful to plot their performance for problems of different tightness. In the RAIN problem, tightness is the ratio of resources required for the best possible allocation (in terms of used bandwidth) divided by the total amount of resources available in the network. This is an approximation of the "constmint tightness" in the CSP. Since it is very hard to compute the best possible allocation, we usean approximation, the best allocation found among the methods being compared.
We generated 22 performs a search using the shortest path heuristic common in the networking world today, without any backtracking on decisions; BT-SP incorporates backtracking to the previous in order to be able to undo "bad" allocation#. The next search methods make use of the information derived from the BM: BI-U-HL uws the LL heurlstic for route generation and DVO-HL for dynamic demand selection, whereas BZ-LLNL differs from the iatter in using DVO-NL for choosing the next demand to allocate. Fig. 6 provides the probability of finding a solution to a problem in less than I second, given the tightness of the problems (as defined above}. Both BI search methods prove to perform much better than brute-force, even on these small problems, where heuristic computation (and B M maintenance) may proportionally use up a Iot of time. Noteworthy, NL outperforms EL: NL is better at deciding which demand is the most difficult to assign, and therefore achieves a greater pruning effect. The shape of the curves is similar for larger time scales. The quaIity of the solutions, in terms of network resource utilization, was about the same for all methods. However, when the solutions were different, bandwidth connectivity was generally better on Pmbtrm tl oMnm those provided by BI methods. Note that the experimental results allow quantifying the gain obtained by using ow methods. If an operator wants to ensure high customer satisbction, demands have to be accepted with high probability. This means that the network can be loaded up to the point where the allocation mechanism Rnds a solution with probability close to 1. From the curves, we can see that for the shortest-path methods, this is the cam up to a load of about 40% with a probability of 0.9, whereas the NL heuristic allows a load of up to about 55%, Using this technique, art operator can thus reduce the capacity of the network by an expected 27% without a decrease in the quality af service provided to the customer! Moreover, according t o phase transition theory, relative performance can be expected to scale in the same WRY to large networks, The latter is corroborated by another result on a series of larger problems, see Fig. 7 . Noteworthy, BZ-LL-NL solved a larger RAIN problem (50 nodes, 171 links, and 3'000 demands) in less than 6 minutes, whereas BT-SP was not able to solve it within 12 hours.
The advantages of the BI methods over naive shortest path 0-7803-5880-5/00/$10.00 IC) 2000 allocation are best illustrated when sencching all solutions of a RAIN problem, as shown in thc comparison8 of Table 1 for a small pmhlem. Thanks to their much better pruning power nntl more purposeful search guidance heuristics, they arc much Lister (about 20 times}, gencratc fewer routes (between 48 and 74 h c s ) and backtrack cvcn less (betwwn 78 and 188 times).
All results were computed on a Sun Sparc BO.
B. @&routing
We also evaluated the route ordering heuristics in an on-line QoS-routing scenario. In this case, thc demands are not known in advance and allocated one after the othcr (if possible) by a centralized skate-based algorithm. Dcmand ordering hemistics i~n d backtracking algorithms are then not applicable. We cntnpnrerl thc three muting h c u r i s h presented in Section 1V (SP. I.L, WP). and the results are sulnmarized in Table II for tlie same 22 '000 prableins and 6'000 larger problcms IS in Section VI.
These results show that t L performs very similarly to SP: for tlic sct ot 22'000 problems, despite completcly solving fewer pmblems (Le., allocating all demands of a problem), LL allocated niwe dcmands in average than SP, had a better remainiiig hnndwidtti connectivity (the probability being able to allocate an additicinnl new demand), and used fewer bandwidth resources. However, thc differences are extremely slight. The same can be observed on the 6'000 larger problems: thc only change is ttint LL solves more problems and uses mure bandwiclth, however srill has il better bandwidth connectivity. The major difference bzlween lhc two is run time: I L is inore than twice faster than SI3, clcspite the overhead of maintaining the UIII. We see two cxplonatioiis for this: ( 1 ) if [I demand can be nllocated, Id, allows to find a route faster because it limits the semch space to the towest RI clustering the endpoints of the demand. (2) LL knows More computing s route if one exists (route existence property), thercby saving time if a demand cannot bc allocatcd. when SP has to explore the network graph beforc asserting that a demand cannot be allocated.
W P is clearly outperformed by both LL and SP in all domains.
While allocating fewer demands (and sokving just half of tbc problems that I,L and SP solvcd), Wl' still uses morc bandwidth rosources. 'I'he run time is Rbuiii twice longer than SP, which is cnsy (U explain: routes are more expensive to compute for WP than for SP, becausc WP roiites cannot be shorter than SP routes by definition. In fact, WP routes are often much longer, and therefore B bigger part of the network needs to be exptored.
These experiments show that the DVO hcuristics are very efficient fortbe RAIN problem, and that they itre mainly responsible for the effectivcness of the proposed algorithms over existing i-riethotls. And even though I L performs very similarly to SP in Cumcciivity Clitsfer Hierarchy (CUI) far i l set of concave reqiiirements scts is a gerieralizerl versiuu of thc BIII. Since there is only a parrial order on the possiblc rcquirements sets Qu, rather-child relations define a Intticc instead of a tree. Fig. 8 show6 Fig. 8 sincc equal to N4) .
The construction and maintenancc of a CCI-1 is mnrc colnplex than for n MI-I. Neverthclcss, it allows to abstract resource availability for several resource requirements at tho same time, and allows to use the hciiristics for r m t c and demand selection, with somc adaptations. Fur instance, the LL heuristics selects he shortest route within thc lowest BI clustering the cndpoints o f the demand. However, the lowest CC clustering the endpoints of a demand is not always univocnlly defined because of the partial order on the QoS requirements. For instance, Fig. 8 . Since its endpoints are clustered in the same [IO, 5] -CC, we know there is at least onc route satisfying dlL. Howcver, which is the lowest CC, [Ed, 12]-CC N11 or I32,ZOI-CC: Nza? They both contnin d's cndpoints, but arc in incomparable levels in the CCPI. W. applicd to N I~ selccts the route through a, whereas in Nzz a route through c would be chosen. There arc several solutions to this problem, for instance metric serialization or combination. Metric scrializotion amounts to impose a precedence over the metrics. If the first metric is preferred to the second, because it is considcred more important to niaintnin the conncctivity for it in the nctwork. then LL fipplics to Nll because its value for the first metric is highcr, Typically, if onc metric is sharablc (n resource is sharable if it can be simultnneously allocated to muftiplc cunsulners, e.g., the operator constraint) and the othcr not (e.g., bandwidth), metric scrializaliari should be coridiictcd accordine, io the secotid metric, since it makes no sense 10 do load-balancing on sharable resources. Metric comliraatiorr ainounts to sclect the shortest route within the subgraph composed of the chjldreri of both candidates, in this case die subgraph restricted to nodes {a, Ir, c, d } .
The same techtiiqiies ctm be applied for DVQ-IIC and DVO-NL.
vm. CONCLIJSION AND FUTURB WORK
The current technique for routing coininunication deinniids in il network is to select the shortest route for each particulnr demand. However, this strntegy can lead to suboptimal routing or even highly congested network utilization as B whole. Information about the cxpcctd tranic allows to innke better use of network resonrces. Hnwever, on-line routing processes cannot make use of this knowledge since they must be very fast to cnsure customer sfltisfactinn. Instend, bandwidth allwation CiLH bc planned in a n off-line manner with this information, thanks to R systematic sekrch algorithm that i s capable of backtracking to faulty routing decisions in order to satisfy all demands. However, search must bc guided carefully since the search space to explore is exponentially large.
Wc h a w shown that using blacking islniicl abstractions cow pled with CSl' exhaustivc scarcli mecli;!nisms and heuristics, it is possible to solve thc bandwidth allocation planning prublem in reasonahlc time, in particular whcn using the lowest level heuristic for roirte generation and the niimber of levcls heuristic for demand selection. Wc also get better solutions than shortest path routing algorithms, inarketlly in ternis of die remaining bandwidth connectivity in the network after all demands have been allocated. This is cspecially. uscfiit when another unexpcctcd dcmand iiccds to bc routed, since the likelihood of being able to mute it without recomputing a full solution from scratch is higher. Network tqmaturs (or service providers) can now plan the allocation of bandwidth in much tighter networks and more often than before. Noteworthy, it is passible to simulate link and node fdurcs, and, using the same techniqiie, compute alternative routing plans for these situations. An online demo illustrating these featurcs is available on the WWW at http: / /www. iconomic . com. Moreover, we have proposctl a generalixtition ofthe BI paradigm, connectivily clusters, to take into account multiple concave QoS metrics. We note that it patent for the methods describcd in this papet is pcnding.
In this paper, the performance of the proposed heuristics where only afialyaed on solvable problems. When the dlocntion problem is not fensiblc. die potential problem is that search can takc a very long time without producing an answcr. To avoid this, the blocking island paradigm allows dctccting unsolvability by comparing total demand to total capacity avnilablc in and out of n blocking island. When such unsolvability is detected, it also pinpoints whcre to either rcmove demands or add capacity to mnke the problcm solvable again. Preliminary rcsults show that this technique works very wcll. The evaluation of the proposed scarch nlgorilhm on infeasible problems, however, lies outsidc the scope of this paper rind is lcft for n later article.
Thc presented techniques arc not only applicable to connection-oriented networks (such as ATM), hut also to conncction-less rielworks (such as IP), In a conncction-less nctwork, demands can be derived hoin traffic statistics betwecn nodes. If a solution can be found, apptying it will prevent congcstion in the network, or ~t least reduce its probability iu case of unexpected traffic. The only difference to connection-oriented networks is in the route generation process, since IP uses hopby-hop routing tables. The additional constraint of routing being implementable by hop-by-hop routing tables can be formulated in CSP and taken into account during search. Even if the route existence property does not hold in this context, its natural counterpart, thc route inexhtence property does. Noncthclcas, wc are confident that solving a RAW problem for an Lp network will be as efficient as for the connection-oriented case.
In this paper, we restricted demands to point-to-point traffic. However, the same techniques can be applied for multipoint demands: routes are then trees instead of simple paths. Generalizing he presented heuristics. such as the lowcst level (LL) for route generation or the number of levels for demand selection {DVO-NL), to multipoint demands is straightforward.
1. We are concerned with the explanation of allocation failures during search (dead-end), in order to determine the culprit assignment. This can be realized by examining the demands routed over the cocycles of the blocking islands [the cocycla of a subset of nodcs A is the set of all links that have one and only one endpoint in A}. When such a culprit cnn be identified, we arc then able to directly backjcmp to the cause of the failure, without having to expIore (pruning) parts of the search space that do not contain any sohution, thcrcby increasing search efficiency. Rackjumping algorithms [22] are widely used in the CSP community nowadays.
2. We want to develop more sophisticated heuristics for route generation and demand selection dttring search, using more in-,formation that cnn be derived from Lhc BIH, again to increase search efficiency. 3. We are developing new types of hierarchies that decompose cvcn better the network according to resowce availability. One major goal js here to get rid of the fixed lcveIs in tlie hierarchy that depend on the possible QoS requirements of the demands. 4. Taking into account other QoS constraints o f demands (such AS delay or loss probability) or network element limitations (e.g., node buffer capacity) is also one of our main concerns. CSP modeling has the facility to easily take such additional restrictions into account, by just adding these additiona1 constraints "as is". CSPS have in this case a major advantage over Operations Research techniques, that do not allow the integration of new constraints in such a straightforward manner. Another approach is the connectivity cluster paradigm, a generalization of blocking island ;tbstractions to multiple concave metric6 into a single and concise representation of resource availability. Even if not concave, delay can be approximnted as a concave metric in case there are large variations from one link to another: if the delay varies FI lot from one link to another (for instance a satelIitc link vs. an optical fiber), the delay of a route is close to the ddAy of the slowest link (the srblIite link). 5. We intend to adapt the techniques to perform on-Iinerouting with intelligent agents, as presented in [ZO] . The idea is to assign one agent to cach BI, each agent then bcing responsible for the nllocntiun of &minds inside its domain, thereby possibly cooperating with agents below it in the hierarchy.
Current and future work is conducted ~I o t~g five axis:
